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ABSTRACT Existing wildlife tracking solutions typically use sensor nodes with specialised facilities,
such as long-range radio, solar array of cells and Global Positioning System (GPS). This introduces
additional manufacturing cost, increased energy and memory consumptions and increased sensor node
weight. This paper proposes a novel Localization and Mobility Modelling (LMM) system, that can carry
out wildlife tracking by merely using low-cost, lightweight sensor nodes and using short-range peer-to-peer
communication facilities only, i.e. without the need for any specialised facilities. This is done by using
two computationally simple operations, which are: (i) aggregated data collections from sensor nodes via
peer-to-peer communications in a distributed manner, and (ii) estimation of sensor nodes’ movement traces
using trilateration. The computational load placed on each sensor node is just that of data collection and
aggregation, whereas movement traces estimation is carried out on a backend server, separated from the
sensor nodes. In the design of the LMM system, we have: (i) carried out an empirical evaluation of different
parameter value settings for data collection to develop a Multi-Zone Multi-Hierarchy (MZMH) communi-
cation structure, (ii) demonstrated a novel use of an Aggregation based Topology Learning (ATL) protocol
for collecting sensor nodes’ topology data using peer-to-peer multi-hop communications, and (iii) used a
novel Location Estimation (LE) method for estimating sensor nodes’ movement traces from the collected
topology data. The evaluation results show that the LMM system can accurately estimate sensor nodes’
movement traces but with significantly less energy and memory costs, demonstrating its cost-efficiency as
compared to the related wildlife tracking solutions.
INDEX TERMS Internet of Things, peer to peer computing, telemetry, wireless sensor networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio telemetry has been used for wildlife tracking since the
1960s. In radio telemetry, a radio transmitter is attached to an
animal (e.g. as a tracking collar) and the signals transmitted
by the radio transmitter are used to locate and track the ani-
mal. Over the years, many Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
based radio telemetry systems have been proposed [1]–[9].
Such a system typically consists of a set of sensor nodes, each
representing a tracking collar worn by an animal, and a base
station (BS), located on a driven-by (or flown-over) vehicle.
In addition to a short-range radio and a microcontroller, each
sensor node is also equipped with a Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) facility, a long-range radio and some solar cells.
The GPS facility determines the physical location of the node
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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(i.e. the animal), the long-range radio periodically transmits
the location data to the BS and the solar cells provides power
for the node’s operation. These components, i.e. the GPS,
long-range radio and solar cells increase the weight of each
tracking collar, the deployment cost of the system and also
increase the energy and memory consumptions at the sensor
node.
The weight of a tracking collar placed on an animal can
significantly affect the movement of the animal. To reduce
such an effect, it has been suggested that an acceptable maxi-
mumweight of a tracking collar should be less than 5% of the
body mass of an animal that wears the collar [10]–[12]. Some
studies, e.g. [13], [14], have also shown that, even within
this acceptable range, a very small variation in the tracking
collar weight and fit can still have a significant effect on the
animal’s movement pattern. This means that the movement
data collected from animals wearing heavy tracking collars
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may not accurately capture the normal movement pattern
of the animals. To alleviate the problem, the tracking collar
weight should be reduced as much as possible.
One way to reduce the collar weight is to replace the
GPS-equipped sensor nodes with non-GPS (or ordinary) sen-
sor nodes. This means that there should be a mechanism to
learn (or derive) the location of each sensor node and to
transfer such location data to the BS via short-range radio
communications. Such an ordinary sensor node based animal
tracking system can not only reduce the weight of each sensor
node, but also impose a lower level of energy requirement,
as short-range communications generally cost less power
than long-range communications. A lower level of energy
requirement leads to a lower battery capacity requirement,
or given the same battery capacity, a longer sensor node
lifetime.
This paper reports the design, implementation and evalua-
tion of an ordinary sensor node based animal tracking system,
called a Localization andMobilityModelling (LMM) system.
Each wildlife tracking collar is an ordinary sensor node,
which typically consists of a wireless transceiver, an on-board
antenna, a microcontroller and 2 x AA cells. Such a sensor
node can only communicate within a short radio range (e.g.
50 - 125 m for Tmote Sky [15]) and store and execute
lightweight code (e.g. on an 8MHz microcontroller with 10k
RAM and 48k Flash for Tmote Sky).
Major challenges in designing such a system is how to
learn animal movement traces, i.e. how to learn the loca-
tions of moving sensor nodes continuously, and do so with
resource-constrained sensor nodes, which have limited com-
puting and storage resources and are only equipped with
short-range radio communication facilities.
To address the challenges, we have used a number of
ideas. The first idea is to use aMulti-ZoneMulti-Hierarchical
(MZMH) system architecture and communication structure
to allow parallelism in communications. The architecture
consists of a Backend Server, amobile BS,multiple stationary
BSes and a large number of mobile sensor nodes (each sensor
node is a tracking collar worn by an animal). The whole
geographical area covered by the mobile sensor nodes is
divided into multiple zones and each zone is equipped with a
stationary BS. Each stationary BS is responsible for collect-
ing the topology data of the sensor nodes in the zone, in terms
of its hop-wise position with respect to the stationary BS. The
mobile BS periodically travels to each zone and collects the
data from each stationary BS in the network. The mobile BS
then forwards the collected data to the Backend Server, which
estimates the movement traces of the sensor nodes based on
the data received over time. From this structure, we can see
that the sensor nodes’ location data in different zones are
collected in parallel. Additionally, the data collections from
the stationary BSes by the mobile BS are also pipelined with
the data collections from the sensor nodes by the stationary
BSes in each zone. This parallelization and pipelining in data
collection operations can shorten the total time required to
complete each round of data collections.
The second idea is to use a Data Collection with Encoding
and Aggregation Support (DCwEAS) approach to collect the
topology data in each zone. Each zone can potentially host a
large number of sensor nodes. Collecting topology data from
a large number of mobile sensor nodes with limited storage
capacity and limited short-range communication capability
is a challenging task. This is because, to track the traces
of mobile nodes (i.e. the moving animals), the topology
data should be collected periodically with a sufficiently high
frequency. This indicates that each data collection from all
the nodes in the network should be accomplished within a
sufficiently short interval, and this would not be possible with
a centralised data collection method, such as a round-robin
based method by which the stationary BS collects data
sequentially from each of the nodes in a zone. In addition,
some nodes may not be within the radio range of the station-
ary BS, thus requiring data being forwarded by other nodes
nearer to the stationary BS. However, data forwarding is a
very power consuming operation and the amount of power
consumed by each forwarding node is dependent on the num-
ber of messages it forwards and the length of each such mes-
sage – the fewer the messages and the shorter the messages
that each node needs to transmit, the less power it consumes.
In addition, each sensor node only has a very small storage
capacity, so the length of the messages transmitted is very
small too (e.g. a standard TinyOS message is just 36 bytes
long with 5 bytes of header, 29 bytes of payload and 2 bytes
of CRC [16]). To accommodate these constraints, data aggre-
gation should be used, i.e. each node should aggregate the
data that it receives (as a forwarding node) along with the data
that it generates before transmitting the data to its upstream
neighbour towards the stationary BS in the zone. The data
aggregation should preserve the topological information con-
tained in the data and the preservation is done by using a
special data structure that encodes the topology information.
This DCwEAS idea has been implemented in the Aggrega-
tion based Topology Learning (ATL) protocol that is used
to accomplish the data collections in each zone. Basically,
the sensor nodes in a zone form a tree topology with the sta-
tionary BS as the treehead. The sensor nodes’ topology data,
in terms of their respective hop distances from the treehead
(i.e. the number of hops between the nodes and the treehead),
are collected hop-by-hop in a bottom-up fashion, i.e. each
transmission of such data starts from the leaf nodes. At each
node, when data are received, they are aggregated along with
local data and then transmitted to the upstream nodes. This
process continues until the treehead is reached. A special
data structure based data encoding method is used to encode
the sensor nodes’ topology data, so that the data encoding
method, combined with the measure of data aggregation,
reduces the size of the data that are carried in each message
being transmitted. In fact, with our data encoding and data
aggregation method, we make the length of the data carried
in each message independent of the amount of data collected.
The third idea is for estimating the movement traces of
sensor nodes in the network based on their topology data that
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are collected periodically and in real-time. For this, we have
devised a range-free Location Estimation (LE)method, that is
a variation of the DV-hop algorithm [17]. Themethod is based
on trilateration.1 Given the physical locations of at least three
stationary BSes and the hop distances of a sensor node from
these BSes, the LE method can estimate the sensor node’s
physical location at a given time and the estimation of the
node’s locations over time produces the movement trace of
the sensor node. The physical locations of all the stationary
BSes in the network are already known by the Backend Server
and the hop distances of the sensor nodes measured from
the stationary BSes are the nodes’ topology data mentioned
above.
To implement the above mentioned ideas, thus facilitating
the operation of the LMM system, we have designed and
implemented three protocols, in addition to the LE method.
The three protocols are the Aggregation based Topology
Learning (ATL) protocol, MDC (Master Data Collector)
Data Collection protocol and MDC Data Transmission pro-
tocol. These protocols are, respectively, for sensor nodes’
topology data collections in a particular zone covered by a sta-
tionary BS, for topology data collections from the stationary
BSes by the mobile BS and for transmission of the collected
data by the mobile BS to the Backend Server.
The effectiveness (in terms of the amount of the topology
data collected and the accuracy of the estimated movement
traces) and the efficiency (in terms of the node weight, node
storage capacity, energy cost and deployment cost) of the
LMM system have been evaluated using simulation studies
and real movement traces of zebras [18] are used in these
studies. The simulation results have been compared with the
results from related work.
It should be emphasized that, although the research
reported in this paper is in the context of wildlife tracking,
the designed system and research findings can also be applied
to other application areas, such as Internet of Things (IoT) and
edge computing. For example, in Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
communications [19], which is one of the IoT applications,
the functions running on our sensor nodes can be part of the
on-board system on each vehicle and the functions running
on BSes can be running on road side devices. In the edge
computing context [20], the sensor node functions can be
installed on end user devices and the BS functions can be
running on access network devices.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
relatedwork is discussed in Section II. Section III presents the
design preliminaries of LMM, namely notations, assumptions
and design requirements. Section IV gives an overview of
the LMM system before describing it in detail in Section V.
Section VI analyses the performance of the LMM sys-
tem using simulation studies, while Section VII presents a
1A range-free localizationmethod that determines the location of an object
in a 2D plane using its distances from at least three reference points, with
known locations. With the distances and the known locations, the object’s
location is calculated as an intersection point on a set of triangles.
comparison of the LMM system with related work. Finally,
Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
This section gives an overview of related solutions so as to
highlight the need for the work presented in this paper. The
solutions can largely be classified into two groups: (A) those
carried out to apply WSN technologies to wildlife tracking,
and (B) those carried out to identify and study the effects of
wildlife tracking devices on the movements and behaviour of
animals.
A. WSN BASED WILDLIFE TRACKING SOLUTIONS
Existing WSN based wildlife tracking solutions [1]–[9] are
proposed for tracking different types of animals, such as
cows, horses, sheep, birds, iguanas and zebras. These differ-
ent types of animals differ in terms of their habitat, speed,
movement patterns etc., thus the solutions designed for them
are also different. The solutions that are most relevant to ours
are the solutions reported in [6]–[9].
Juang et al. [6] propose a peer-to-peer WSN, called
ZebraNet, for zebra tracking. In ZebraNet, both sensor nodes
and the BS are mobile. The sensor nodes are installed on
the tracking collars of the zebras being tracked. These sen-
sor nodes are custom-made wireless computing devices that
are equipped with a GPS, a flash memory, a small CPU,
a short-range radio, a long-range radio and a solar array
of 14 cells. The BS, located on a moving vehicle (or a
flying plane), is periodically driven-by (or flown-over) the
network to collect the GPS locations of the sensor nodes. The
communications between the sensor nodes in the network are
carried out using short-range radio and the communications
between the BS and the sensor nodes in the network are
carried out using long-range radio. To allow data collection
from those sensor nodes that cannot send data to BS using
their own long-range radio, ZebraNet allows peer-to-peer
data collections among sensor nodes, i.e. nodes that are far
away from the BS can send their data to the BS via the nodes
that are located between them. The focus of the work is on
investigating how to maximise successful data collections by
the BS from the mobile sensor nodes. For this, the authors
have designed and evaluated two data collection protocols,
one is flooding-based and the other is history-based. With
the flooding-based protocol, each sensor node sends its GPS
location to all its neighbouring sensor nodes. The neigh-
bouring sensor nodes do the same and the process continues
until the location data reaches the BS. With the history-based
protocol, each sensor node selects and sends its location data
only to a set of neighbouring sensor nodes, which are selected
based on the sensor node’s past experience, by measuring the
data delivery ratios while using these nodes to send data to
the BS. The evaluation results show that the two protocols
perform differently under different network conditions.When
sensor nodes have ample storage and bandwidth capacities,
the flooding-based protocol gives better data delivery ratios
than the history-based protocol. However, when sensor nodes
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have limited storage capacity but ample bandwidth capacity,
the history-based protocol outperforms the flooding-based
protocol. When the sensor nodes have ample storage capacity
but limited bandwidth capacity, the flooding-based proto-
col performs better for short-range communications and the
history-based protocol performs better for long-range com-
munications. From these results, the authors conclude that
a protocol that takes an adaptive approach in response to
different resource capacities and network conditions would
produce optimal results in terms of increasing data delivery
ratios and reducing energy consumption. Building on this
work, Zhang et al. [7] reported their experiences in devel-
oping hardware and low-level software for ZebraNet.
Xu et al. [8], [9] proposed a WSN based animal moni-
toring application to detect animals’ physical locations and
to monitor their movements in a specific observation area,
without mounting any wireless devices on the animals. The
idea used is to divide the observation area intomultiple virtual
grids and place multiple sensor nodes in each grid. These
sensor nodes in each grid form a cluster, headed by a cluster
head. Each sensor node in a cluster records any appearances
of the animals and forwards the recorded data to the cluster
head in the cluster. The BS, mounted on an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV), periodically flies over the observation area
and collects data from each cluster head. By using the col-
lected data, the BS estimates the physical locations of tracked
animals in a particular grid. The main contribution of the
paper is the design of a Markov decision based path planning
method to ensure more data can be collected for a given
period of time. It predicts the places in the observation area,
where animal presence is more likely so that the UAV would
visit these places more frequently. The path planning method
was evaluated using two datasets: one with zebra movement
traces and the other with leopard tortoise movement traces.
The evaluation results showed that the Markov decision
based path planning method offers a better performance than
the other path planning methods, namely random, greedy
and travelling salesman problem-based methods, in terms of
reducing delays in data collections and increasing the number
of animals that can be captured in the collected data.
B. EFFECTS OF WILDLIFE TRACKING DEVICES
ON TRACKED ANIMALS
It has long been suggested that a tracking device placed
on an animal can have a negative impact on the animal’s
behaviour, movement or even growth [21]–[23]. To reduce
such impact, a set of guidelines have been established for
the use of tracking devices on animals over the years. One
important guideline is that the total weight of an attachment
(includes collar, transmitter, battery, aerial and bonding mate-
rial) should ideally be less than 5% of the animal’s body mass
(BM) [10]–[12]. However, two notable studies [13], [14] have
found that, even within the acceptable weight limits set in the
guidelines, the slightest difference in an attachment weight
can have a significant impact on the movement of a tracked
animal.
One of these notable studies was carried out by
Brooks et al. [13]. The study investigated the effect of the
weight of a tracking collar on a zebra’s behaviour by mea-
suring and comparing the behaviours of zebras wearing two
different types of tracking collars. Both types of tracking
collar were attached with a GPS and they differed slightly
in their weights. Both types of tracking collars weighed less
than 5% of a zebra’s BM. The study results showed that the
travelling speed of the zebras wearing the heavier collars was
reduced by as high as 50% as compared to the zebras, wearing
the lighter collars. It was also found that the difference in
their speeds was more noticeable when the zebras were in
their grazing state as compared to their fast-moving state.
The authors emphasized that, to improve the accuracy of
animal behaviour pattern studies, the smallest differences in
their collar weight and fit should be taken into account when
collecting and studying the data.
The second notable study was carried out by Couglin and
van Heezik [14]. This study investigated the impact of a GPS
collar weight on domestic cats’ movements. Three types of
collars with different weights were used in the investiga-
tion. The respective weights were: light – 30 g (<1% BM),
medium – 80 g (∼2% BM), and heavy – 130 g (∼3% BM).
The movements of 20 domestic cats, wearing the three differ-
ent types of collars, were recorded over 3 weeks. Each week
the collar weights were adjusted, so that each cat wore all the
three types of collars in a random sequence. The recorded data
were used to estimate the spatial extent of cats’ movements
(referred to as its home-range size) and distances travelled
from home. The results showed that the home-range size and
the distances travelled vary with the collar weights. When the
cats wore the heavy collars, their home-range size is reduced
and they travelled over smaller distances as compared to
when they were wearing the other two types of collars. Based
on this study, the authors recommended that the weight of
tracking collars put on domestic cats should be no more than
2% BM so as not to restrict their usual movement patterns.
Based on the above related work analysis we can make
the following observations: (i) there is a need to reduce the
weights of tracking collars worn by animals as much as
possible, (ii) existing solutions are largely GPS-based and use
long distance communication facilities, which contribute to
the weight of a tracking collar, and (iii) there is no systematic
investigation as how to facilitate animal tracking by merely
using a WSN consisting of ordinary sensor nodes without
any support of GPS and long-range radio communications
facilities. Although the work by Xu et al. [8], [9] is WSN
based, the proposal only provides an animal monitoring func-
tion and can only detect animals’ physical locations and
monitor their movements within a cluster that is covered by
short-range radios. To cover a larger geographical area and/or
accommodate a higher level of sensor node density, a larger
number of clusters and cluster heads need to be deployed.
This not only increases deployment costs, butmay also affects
the scalability of the system. A larger number of clusters
means that the time it takes for the BS to collect data from
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all the cluster heads in the network will increase too. If this
time is longer than the time it takes for the animals to roam
from one cluster to another, then the monitoring results would
not be accurate. The LMM system, to be presented in the
remaining part of this paper, is designed to overcome these
limitations.
III. DESIGN PRELIMINARIES
This section details the terminology, notations, assumptions
and the requirements used in the description of the LMM
system.
A. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATIONS
Terminology and notations used to describe the LMM system
are summarised in TABLE 1.
B. ASSUMPTIONS
The design has made use of the following assumptions:
(A1) The MDC node has ample energy and memory capa-
bilities.
(A2) The SDC and DG nodes have limited energy and
memory capabilities.
(A3) The entire network is partitioned into zones and each
such zone is called a ZoneNet. The topology in a
ZoneNet (i.e. the topological relationships among the
DG nodes and between the DG nodes and the SDC
node in the ZoneNet) are established prior to the data
collection operations. These topological relationships
are dynamic due to the mobility of the DG nodes.
To capture these dynamic relationships, the Collec-
tion Tree Protocol (CTP) [24]–[26] is executed prior
to each data collection operation. In the process of
establishing the topological relationships, each node
will also learn its hop distance from the SDC node(s)
it is connected to.
(A4) The clocks of all the nodes (i.e. theDG, SDC andMDC
nodes) are synchronised.
(A5) Energy costs are measured in milliAmpere (mA), giv-
ing the average current drawn by a sensor node over a
time interval of ‘T’ seconds at a constant voltage (i.e.
3.3 Volts (V) [15], [27]). Typically energy consump-
tion is measured in Joules (J) and is given as:
Energy = Voltage× Current × Time (1)
As the voltage is constant, a sensor node’s energy
consumption is proportional to the current drawn over
the time interval ‘T’, which is measured in mA [28].
(A6) A large number of DG nodes are used in the exper-
iments so as to model wildlife tracking for zebras,
which typically move in herds and super herds.2
(A7) Communication channels are reliable and error free.
In other words, any message sent will be received
2A typical herd constitutes of a male and a group of 5-6 females with
their foals, whereas a super herd is formed when multiple such herds come
together. A super herd can be as large as 300 zebras [29].
TABLE 1. Terminology and notations.
by its intended recipient correctly. Data integrity and
reliability issues are outside the scope of the design.
C. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
This section specifies the requirements for the design of the
LMMsystem. The requirements are of two groups: functional
and performance requirements.
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FIGURE 1. An overview of the LMM system architecture.
1) FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
(F1) The system should be able to collect topology data
from as many sensor nodes as possible.
(F2) The system should be able to estimate the physical
location of a sensor node based on the topology data
collected at any moment of time. The sequence of a
sensor node’s physical locations estimated over time
will plot the movement trace of the sensor node.
2) PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
(P1) The computational cost imposed on sensor nodes
should be as low as possible. To satisfy this require-
ment, functions carried out on sensor nodes should be
minimal.
(P2) The storage requirements imposed on the sensor nodes
should be as low as possible. To satisfy this require-
ment, aggregated or special coded data, not raw data,
should be stored.
(P3) The communication overhead imposed on the sen-
sor nodes should be as low as possible. To satisfy
this requirement, the number and length of messages
required to accomplish the data collection functions
should be as few and as short as possible.
To satisfy the above performance requirements, a number
of measures are used and these are: (i) each sensor node only
performs essential functions, i.e. data collection, aggregation
and transmission, (ii) data aggregation is used so as to make
the length of data stored and transmitted independent of the
volume of the data received and (iii) a special data structure
is used to encode the topology data so as to maximise the
number of sensor nodes from which the topology data can be
collected for the given length of messages used to carry the
data.
IV. THE LOCALIZATION AND MOBILITY
MODELLING (LMM) SYSTEM: AN OVERVIEW
An overview of the LMM system architecture is shown
in Figure 1. As shown in the figure, the system consists of
a Backend Server, a mobile BS (called Master Data Collec-
tor (MDC) node), a set of stationary BSes (called Slave Data
Collector (SDC) nodes), and sensor nodes (called Data Gen-
erator (DG) nodes). The network site (i.e. the entire obser-
vation area) is divided into multiple zones (called ZoneNets)
each covered by a SDC node. Each SDC node collects topol-
ogy data from all the ‘n’ DG nodes in its ZoneNet. This
collection is done via hop-by-hop communication using the
Aggregation based Topology Learning (ATL) protocol [30]
that implements the idea of DCwEAS. The MDC node peri-
odically travels to the Network Site, from the Remote Site,
to collect the topology data from the ‘m’ SDC nodes on
behalf of the Backend Server. This collection is carried out
by using a peer-to-peer data collection protocol, called the
MDC Data Collection protocol. The collected data are then
transmitted to the Backend Server using another peer-to-peer
transmission protocol, called the MDC Data Transmission
protocol. Based on the received data, the Backend Server
estimates the physical locations of the sensor nodes using a
Location Estimation (LE) method. Periodical executions of
these operations over time will allow the Backend Server to
learn the movement traces of the DG nodes, thus tracking the
movements of the animals.
Figure 2 summarises the LMM system operations. From
the figure, we can see which protocol or method is used by
which system component(s) and the sequence of operations
from when the data are being collected to when movement
traces are estimated based on the collected data. These opera-
tions can be classified into three phases (indicated in different
colours). In the first phase, each SDC node in a ZoneNet
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FIGURE 2. The LMM system architecture and an overview of its operations.
collects topology data from ‘n’ DG nodes in the ZoneNet
using the ATL protocol. In this phase, a pull-based data col-
lection approach is used, whereby the SDC node in a ZoneNet
periodically initiates a topology data collection operation
by broadcasting a query message (Q) in the ZoneNet and,
in response to Q, each DG node in the ZoneNet sends its
topology data, starting from the leaf nodes, hop-by-hop in
a query response message (QR) towards the SDC node.
In the second phase, theMDC node collects the topology data
from the SDCnodes in the ‘m’ ZoneNets using theMDCData
Collection protocol. This phase too uses the pull-based data
collection approach but in a round robin fashion, i.e. theMDC
node pulls the topology data from each of the SDC nodes in a
sequential order. In the third phase, the MDC node sends the
collected topology data to the Backend Server using a MDC
Data Transmission protocol. This phase uses a push-based
data collection approach, i.e. the MDC node sends the topol-
ogy data to the Backend Server without requiring any query
message from the Backend Server. Once the topology data
is received by the Backend Server, it estimates the move-
ment traces for the DG nodes using the LE method. This
Multi-ZoneMulti-Hierarchy (MZMH) communication struc-
ture can, firstly, reduce the overall data collection time, as the
data collections in different ZoneNets are carried out in par-
allel. Secondly, it can make the system more scalable, as the
number of SDC nodes deployed can scale up and down based
on the size of the observation area and/or the number of DG
nodes in the observation area. Furthermore, as the DG nodes
are mobile, they can move from one ZoneNet to another or
even out of the network, or move from outside the network
to a ZoneNet. However, due to periodic data collection in
the MZMH communication structure, the changes in network
topology arising from these movements could be captured in
the collected topology data.
In the following section, we describe the LMM system in
more details.
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FIGURE 3. The ATL protocol.
V. THE LMM SYSTEM IN DETAIL
This section describes the three protocols, i.e. the ATL pro-
tocol, the MDC Data Collection protocol and the MDC Data
Transmission protocol, which are used to facilitate the col-
lection of topology data from sensor nodes by the Backend
Server, and the LE method which is used to estimate the
locations of the sensor nodes based on the collected data. The
description covers the data structures, messages, functions
and operations of the protocols and the LE method.
A. THE ATL PROTOCOL
The generic design of the ATL protocol has been described
in [30]. Here, we describe how to apply the ATL protocol for
topology data collections from the DG nodes in a ZoneNet.
To start with, the SDC and the DG nodes in the ZoneNet are
structured into a tree topology with the SDC node being the
root of the tree. In this tree, the SDC node acts as the BS and
each DG node sends its topology data, hop-by-hop, towards
the SDC node, in a bottom-up fashion, i.e. starting from the
leaf nodes of the tree. The topology data sent by a DG node
captures the hop-wise position of the DG node from the SDC
node in the tree. Let TDX be the topology data collected at a
node X (where X could be the SDC node or a DG node in the
tree). TDX captures the topology data for the entire tree (or
sub-tree) headed by X. Assuming that X has b branches and
each branch j (where 1 ≤ j ≤ b) contains nj nodes, then TDX
is expressed in the following data structure:
TDX = {BEF − IDX }, {LNP− EFX }
= {Node_IDX , Node_IDs of n1 children on
branch 1, . . . ,Node_IDs of nb children on
branch b}, {index_number of leaf node n1 in
BEF − IDX , . . . , index_number of leaf node
nb in BEF − IDX } (2)
The components of the ATL protocol are summarised
in Figure 3. As shown in the figure, the protocol consists
of 2 messages, a request message QSDC and a response
message QRDG, along with 8 functions for the construction,
sending, receiving and processing of the protocol messages.
The SDC node periodically solicits topology data from the
DG nodes by broadcasting the query message QSDC and
receiving responses to the query message, i.e. QRDG. The
detailed operation of the ATL protocol is as follows.
• At the start of a time interval, say ‘t2’, the SDC node
constructs and broadcasts a query message QSDC to its
1-hop downstream DG nodes, and in return, the SDC
node expects to receive the topology data (i.e. TDDG)
of the entire ZoneNet, which will be forwarded to the
SDC node via its 1-hop downstream DG nodes. A time
reference and two time intervals are included in each
query message. The time reference TRSDC is a fresh
estimate of the SDC node’s clock for DG nodes to adjust
their clocks with respect to the SDC node. One time
interval is TIHop, which defines an estimated time for a
DG node to collect data from one hop and the other time
interval is TIZone, which defines an estimated time for
the SDC node to collect data from the entire ZoneNet.
In other words, by the expiry of TIZone, the SDC node
should have received the solicited topology data from
all the DG nodes in the ZoneNet.
• Upon the receipt of QSDC , each DG node forwards
QSDC to its downstream neighbours and adjusts its clock
based on TRSDC . It then starts a timeout TODG, where
the value of TODG is computed as a function of three
values: the DG node’s hop count, hDG, TIHop and TIZone.
The values of TIHop and TIZone are carried in QSDC .
The process continues until QSDC reaches the leaf DG
nodes of the tree. Each leaf DG node, upon the receipt
of QSDC , sends a response QRDG, which contains the
topology data of the tree headed by the DG node (for
the leaf node, the tree is null), to its 1-hop upstream
DG node. The upstream DG node upon the receipt of
the responses, which have been received by the expiry
of TODG, aggregates the topology data contained in the
responses along with its own topology data and packs
the aggregated topology data into a new response mes-
sage before sending it to its 1-hop upstream node. The
aggregation is done by using equation (2). This process
continues until the SDC node receives QRDG from its
1-hop downstream DG nodes.
• Upon the expiration of the ‘t2’ interval, the SDC node
aggregates the topology data contained in all the QRDG
messages, which are received during the interval, con-
structs TDSDC containing the aggregated data and stores
TDSDC in its memory, waiting for data collection by the
MDC node in the next stage. The aggregation here is
done by using a local method ATDSDC which imple-
ments the data aggregation function based on equa-
tion (2). The topology data contained in TDSDC are the
data of the entire tree headed by the SDC node.
B. THE MDC DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOL
TheMDCData Collection protocol is used by the MDC node
to collect topology data from all SDC nodes in the network.
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FIGURE 4. The MDC data collection protocol.
The MDC Data Collection protocol uses two data structures,
TDSDC and TDMDC . TDSDC is defined in equation (2), where
X now is a SDC node. TDMDC is a concatenation of the
topology data received from all the SDCnodes in the network.
Given ‘m’ SDC nodes, TDMDC is defined as:
TDMDC = {BEF − IDSDC1}, {LNP− EFSDC1}||
{BEF − IDSDC2}, {LNP− EFSDC2}|| . . . ||
{BEF − IDSDCm}, {LNP− EFSDCm} (3)
An overview of theMDCData Collection protocol is given
in Figure 4. As shown in the figure, the protocol consists
of 2 messages, a request message REQMDC and a response
message RESSDC , alongwith 7 functions for the construction,
sending, receiving and processing of the protocol messages.
In detail, the operation of the protocol is as follows.
• At the start of a time interval, say ‘t1’, the MDC node
travels to the Network Site and pulls the topology data
from the SDC nodes in each ZoneNet. The SDC nodes
are pulled, one by one, in a round robin fashion. For
each pulling, the MDC node constructs and transmits a
request message REQMDC to a SDC node and receives
a response message RESSDC from the pulled SDC node.
The response message contains the requested topology
data TDSDC . A time reference and a time interval are
included in each request message. The time reference
TRMDC is a fresh estimate of the MDC node’s clock
for SDC nodes to adjust their clocks with respect to the
MDC node. The time interval TIZn defines an estimated
time for the MDC node to receive a response upon the
transmission of a request message. In other words, by the
expiry of TIZn, the MDC node should have received
the response message from the pulled SDC node. If a
response message is not received by the expiry of TIZn,
the MDC node will resend the request message.
• When the SDC node receives REQMDC , it constructs a
response message RESSDC , which contains TDSDC , i.e.
the topology data of the tree headed by the SDC node,
FIGURE 5. The MDC data transmission protocol.
and sends the message to the MDC node. It also adjusts
its clock based on TRMDC .
• Once theMDCnode has received the topology data from
all the SDC nodes (i.e. from all the ZoneNets), it con-
catenates the data to produce TDMDC using the local
method CTDMDC , which implements the data aggrega-
tion function based on equation 3, and stores TDMDC
in its memory ready for delivery to the Backend Server
in the next stage. Upon the expiration of ‘t1’, the MDC
node returns back to the Remote Site and transmits
TDMDC to the Backend Server.
C. THE MDC DATA TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL
The MDC Data Transmission protocol is used by the MDC
node to transmit the collected topology data to the Backend
Server. The protocol uses the data structure TDMDC , defined
in equation (3).
An overview of the protocol is given in Figure 5. As shown
in the figure, the protocol consists of only one protocol mes-
sage, i.e. PUSHMDC , and 3 functions for the construction,
sending and receiving of the protocol message. The operation
of the protocol is as follows:
• To send collected topology data to the Backend Server,
theMDC node performs two operations: (i) gets TDMDC
from its memory and constructs a PUSHMDC message
containing TDMDC , and (ii) sends PUSHMDC to the
Backend Server.
• Upon the receipt of the PUSHMDC message, the Back-
end Server extracts TDMDC from the message and uses
it as an input of the LE method to estimate the physical
locations of all the DG nodes captured in the received
topology data.
D. THE LE METHOD
The LEmethod applies trilateration on the collected topology
data to estimate the movement traces of the DG nodes on
the Network Site. The LE method makes use of five data
structures. The first data structure is TDMDC , which is defined
in equation (3) and captures the topology data of the DG
nodes on the entire Network Site.
The second data structure H[][] captures the hop distances
of a given node (SDC/DG) with respect to each of the other
nodes in the network. With a total of ‘m’ SDC nodes and ‘o’
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TABLE 2. Connectivity Matrix for DG Node X.
FIGURE 6. The LE method overview.
DG nodes (where o = m × n) on the Network Site, the size
of H[][] is (m+o)×(m+o). For a DG node X connected with
another SDC/DG node Y, H[][] is defined as:
H [Node_IDX ][Node_IDY ]
= Hop distance between X and Y (4)
where the Node_IDs for the two connected nodes X and Y
are used as indexes in H[][].
The third data structure CMX [][] is the connectivity matrix
for a DG node X. It specifies the hop distances of X with
the SDC/DG nodes that are connected to X and the physical
locations of these SDC/DG nodes. Table 2 shows the generic
format of CMX [][], where X is connected to ‘k’ SDC nodes
through ‘l’ DG nodes. {xi,yi} represents the known/estimated
physical location of a SDC/DG node ‘i’, {xu,yu} represents
the unknown physical location of X, which is to be estimated
by using the LE method, and h1, h2, h3, and so on refer to
the hop distance between any two nodes in the connectiv-
ity matrix. CMX [][] is an adjacency matrix for X and the
‘k+l’ SDC/DG nodes, with 0s at the diagonals, hop distances
retrieved from H[][] for the connected nodes and an∞ value
for the remaining (i.e. unconnected) nodes. With a total of ‘k’
SDC nodes and ‘l+1’ DG nodes, CMX [][] contains ‘k+l+3’
rows (one additional row for the physical locations of the
nodes) and ‘k+l+2’ columns.
The fourth and fifth data structures, i.e. Px[X] and
Py[X], respectively specify the estimated x-coordinate and
y-coordinate, i.e. the physical location, of a DG node X on
a 2D plane.
An overview of the operations of the LE method is sum-
marised in Figure 6. As shown in the figure, the operations
are classified into four phases, the Input Phase, Processing
Phase 1, Processing Phase 2 and the Output Phase. The Input
Phase is for the LE method to read the topology data received
from the MDC node (i.e. TDMDC ). Processing Phase 1 is
for calculating the hop distances H[][] between all SDC/DG
nodes in the network and this calculation is based on the
topology data contained in TDMDC . Processing Phase 2 is for
computing the connectivity matrix for each DG node X (i.e.
CMX [][]) using the hop distances H[][]. The Output Phase is
for estimating the physical location of each DG node X (i.e.
Px[X] and Py[X]) using CMX [][].
It is worth-noting that the computations carried out in
Processing Phase 2 and the Output Phase are iterative, as the
output from a previous execution of the LE method (i.e. the
physical location estimated for a DG node) may be used in
computing connectivity matrices of some other DG nodes.
These iterative computations continue until the physical loca-
tions of all the ‘o’ DG nodes have been estimated.
In the following, we describe the four phases of the LE
method in detail. The LE method contains three algorithms,
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which are the Hop Distance Calculation (HDC) Algorithm,
the Connectivity Matrix Generation (CMG) Algorithm and
the Physical Location Generation (PLG) Algorithm. In the
following descriptions, we show how these algorithms are
implemented and how these are used along with the data
structures mentioned above to accomplish the task of estimat-
ing DG nodes’ movement traces.
Input Phase: Getting Topology Data
In this phase, the LE method reads its input data, i.e.
TDMDC . This data is sent by the MDC node via the execution
of the MDC Data Transmission protocol.
Processing Phase 1: Calculating Hop Distances
In this phase, the hop distances of each pair of the ‘m+o’
SDC/DG nodes are calculated. The algorithm used for this
calculation is the Hop Distance Calculation (HDC) Algo-
rithm. The pseudo code for the HDC Algorithm is given in
Algorithm 1.
As shown in the pseudo code, the algorithm first sepa-
rates the concatenated topology data in TDMDC to obtain the
topology data for each of the SDC node ‘S’. Next, based
on the obtained topology data, it determines the number of
branches in BEF-IDS and separates these branches using
the index_numbers in LNP-EFS . For each of the DG nodes
contained in each of the branches, the algorithm calculates
the hop distances between the SDC node and each DG node
in the branch. It then stores the calculated hop distances in
H[][], where Node_IDs of the two connected nodes (DG-
DG, or DG-SDC) are used as indexes in H[][]. The process
continues until H[][] is calculated for all the nodes present in
TDMDC .
Processing Phase 2: Generating Connectivity Matrices
In this phase, the connectivity matrices for each of
the DG node X are computed using H[][] along with
the known/estimated physical locations {Ox[], Oy[]} for
the SDC/DG nodes that are connected with X and the
Connectivity Matrix Generation (CMG) Algorithm. The
pseudo code for the CMG Algorithm for X is given
in Algorithm 2.
The working of the algorithm can be summarised into
2 steps. In step 1, the algorithm gets the values of the first
two rows and the first column in CMX [][]. To do so, it reads
through the row H[X][1→‘m+o’] and determines the ‘Y’
SDC/DG nodes that are connected with X. These SDC/DG
nodes are referred to as the ‘anchor nodes’ of X. For each of
the ‘Y’ anchor nodes, the algorithm determines its Node_ID
and places it in the first row and first column in CMX [][].
It also puts the known/estimated physical location {Ox[Y],
Oy[Y]} for each of the ‘Y’ anchor node in the second row in
CMX [][], under its respective Node_ID.
In step 2, the algorithm calculates the hop distances for
CMX [][]. To do so, it iterates through the first row in CMX [][]
and gets two Node_IDs ‘A’ and ‘B’ in each iteration. It then
uses the two Node_IDs as indexes to obtain the hop distance
in H[A][B] data structure. If a value can be computed for
H[A][B], the algorithm puts this value at the intersection of
Algorithm 1HopDistance Calculation (HDC) Algorithm for
‘m+o’ SDC/DG Nodes
Input: TDMDC = {(BEF-IDSDC1, LNP-EFSDC1) || (BEF-
IDSDC2, LNP-EFSDC2) || . . . || (BEF-IDSDCm, LNP-
EFSDCm)}
Output: H[][]
1: For each SDC node ‘S’ (1≤S≤m):
2:
3: Get Node_ID for S as:
4: Y = BEF-IDS [0]
5: Identify the number of branches b in BEF-IDS .
6: b = Total index_numbers in LNP-EFS
7: i← 1
8: For each b:
9: hop_dist← 1
10: b_start_index← i F start index of branch b
11: while i ≤ LNP-EFS [b] do
12: X = BEF-IDS [i] F Node_ID of DG node at
index i
13: H[X][X] = 0 F X’s hop distance with itself
14: H[X][Y] = hop_dist F X’s hop distance with
SDC node Y
15: j = hop_dist - 1
16: k = b_start_index
17: while j ≥ 1 do
18: Z = BEF-IDS [k] F Node_ID of DG node at
index k
19: H[X][Z] = j F X’s hop distance with DG
node Z
20: j = j − 1
21: k = k + 1
22: end while
23: i = i + 1
24: hop_dist = hop_dist + 1
25: end while
A and B in CMX [][]. Otherwise, it puts an ∞ value at the
intersection.
Output Phase: Determining Physical Locations
In this phase, the physical location for each DG node
X is estimated using CMX [][] and the Physical Location
Generation (PLG) Algorithm. The pseudo code for the PLG
Algorithm for X is given in Algorithm 3. The algorithm is
a variation of the DV-hop algorithm [17], with the following
essential differences:
• In DV-hop algorithm, the anchor nodes are present at
fixed locations in the network. However, the PLG algo-
rithm uses a dynamic set of anchor nodes at any given
time, comprising of both SDC nodes that are at fixed
locations in the network and the DG nodes that are
mobile in the network. This dynamic set of anchor nodes
is determined from the collected topology data and is
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Algorithm 2 Connectivity Matrix Generation (CMG) Algo-
rithm for a DG Node X
Input: H[][], Ox[], Oy[]
Output: CMX [][]
1: Get Node_IDs, Ox[Y] and Oy[Y] for ‘Y’ nodes con-
nected with X and generate first two rows and first col-
umn in CMX [][].
2: total_nodes← m + o
3: count← 0
4: for i = 0, i < total_nodes, i++ do
5: if H[X][i] 6= {} then F Is X connected to i?
6: CMX [0][count+1] = i F Put Node_ID ‘i’ in
first row
7: CMX [1][count+1] = Ox[i] || Oy[i] F Put
physical location of ‘i’ in second row
8: CMX [count+2][0] = i F Put Node_ID ‘i’ in
first column
9: count = count + 1
10: end if
11: end for
12: Generate the remaining rows in CMX [][] using H[][] and
first row in CMX [][].
13: for i = 0, i < count, i++ do
14: A= CMX [0][i+1] F Get Node_ID from first row
15: for j = 0, j < count, j++ do
16: B = CMX [0][j+1] F Get Node_ID from first
row
17: if H[A][B] 6= {} then F Is A connected to B?
18: CM[i+2][j+1] = H[A][B] F Put hop
distance between A and B in CM[][]
19: else
20: CM[i+2][j+1] =∞
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
present as the first row and first column in CMX [][] for
any DG node X.
• The DV-hop algorithm uses the shortest path algorithm
to determine the hop distances between anchor nodes
and the node whose location is to be determined. The
PLG algorithm uses the hop distances between anchor
nodes (both SDC and DG) and the DG node X that are
determined dynamically by applying HDC and CMG
algorithms on the collected topology data.
The operation of the PLG algorithm can be summarised
into 8 steps. In the first 3 steps, the algorithm reads the
physical locations of the anchor nodes and the hop distances
contained in CMX [][].
In the next two steps, it updates the hop distances in
CMX [][]. In detail, mutual distances between any two differ-
ent nodes and their communication radii are used to update
the∞ hop distances in any cell of CMX [][] (step 4) and then
the shortest path algorithm is applied to calculate a minimum
hop distance between any two connected nodes (step 5).
Algorithm 3 Physical Location Generation (PLG) Algo-
rithm for a DG Node X
Input: CMX [][]
Output: Px[X], Py[X]
1: c← No. of columns in CMX [][]
2: Get physical locations of anchor nodes from CMX [][]:
3: for i = 1, i < c − 1, i++ do F starting from second
column and going till second last column
4: 2.1.1. x[i−1]← x-coord in CM[1][i]
5: 2.1.2. y[i−1]← y-coord in CM[1][i]
6: end for
7: Get hop distances from CMX [][]:
8: for i = 2, i ≤ c, i++ do F starting from row 2
9: for j= 1, j< c, j++ do F starting from column 1
10: dhop[i−2][j−1]← CM[i][j]
11: end for
12: end for
13: Update dhop values for non-connected nodes (i.e. those
with an∞ value):
14: for i = 0, i < c−1, i++ do
15: for j = 0, j < c−1, j++ do F computing mutual
distance between i and j and comparing with R
16: if (dhop[i][j] == ∞ AND√
(x[i]− x[j])2 + (y[i]− y[j])2 ≤ R) then
17: 4.1.1.1. dhop[i][j] = 1
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: Apply shortest path algorithm to computeminimum dhop
value at each connection:
22: for k = 0, k < c-1, k++ do
23: for i = 0, i < c-1, i++ do
24: for j = 0, j < c-1, j++ do
25: if dhop[i][k] + dhop[k][j] < dhop[i][j]
then
26: 5.1.1.1. dhop[i][j] = dhop[i][k] +
dhop[k][j] F getting the shortest hop distance between i
and j
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: end for
31: Compute HopSize[0→c-2] values for anchor nodes.
32: for i = 0, i < c − 2, i++ do
33: HopSize[i] =
c−2∑
j=1
√
(x[i]−x[j])2+(y[i]−y[j])2
c−2∑
j=1
dhop[i][j]
, i 6= j
34: end for
35: Calculate X’s distance d[0→c−2] from each anchor
node.
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Algorithm 3 (Continued.) Physical Location Generation
(PLG) Algorithm for a DG Node X
36: for i = 0, i < c − 2, i+Z do
37: d[i] = HopSize[i] × dhop[i][c−1]
38: end for
39: Compute Px[X], Py[X] with the least squares solution
using x[0→c−2], y[0→c−2] and d[0→c−2].[
Px[X ]
Py[Y ]
]
= (AT A)−1AT B, where:
A = 2×

x0 − xc−2 y0 − yc−2
x1 − xc−2 y1 − yc−2
...
...
xc−3 − xc−2 yc−3 − yc−2

B =

x20 − x2c−2 + y20 − y2c−2 + d2c−2 − d20
x21 − x2c−2 + y21 − y2c−2 + d2c−2 − d21
...
x2c−3 − x2c−2 + y2c−3 − y2c−2 + d2c−2 − d2c−3

In the final 3 steps, the DV-hop algorithm is applied to
estimate X’s physical location. In detail, for each anchor
node, an average physical distance (in meters) for one hop is
estimated (step 6), the physical distances (in meters) between
X and each of the anchor nodes are estimated (step 7) and
physical location of X is estimated using the least squares
solution (step 8).
VI. SIMULATION STUDY
This section presents simulation studies of the LMM sys-
tem. The studies are in two parts. In part one (i.e. Study-1),
we investigate the effects of different system parameter value
settings on the performance of the system, where the perfor-
mance is measured in terms of the number of DG nodes from
which topology data can be collected by the LMM system.
The purpose of this study is two-fold. The first is to find an
efficient system architecture that could maximize the amount
of topology data that could be collected by the system. This
covers how to collect topology data, howmany data collectors
should be used and what mobility models should be used on
these data collectors. The second is to investigate the opti-
mum parameter value settings with which the system could
collect topology data from a maximum number of DG nodes.
The parameters that have been investigated are communica-
tion radius between the data collector and the DG nodes in
a ZoneNet, the payload lengths of the protocol messages,
the number of SDC nodes that should be deployed and how
they should be positioned on the Network Site. In the second
part (i.e. Study-2), we will adopt the system architecture and
the optimum parameter value settings, discovered in Study-1,
to the LMM system and analyse the costs and study the
performance of the system in estimating the movement traces
of DG nodes on the Network Site.
A. STUDY-1: DEFINING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
AND THE PARAMETER VALUE SETTINGS
In the following, we first describe the environment under
which the simulation was carried out and how simulation
experiments were carried out and discuss the results and
findings from these experiments.
1) SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The simulation is done using the Cooja simulator [31]. The
simulated network consists of 100 DG nodes and varying
numbers of SDC nodes (the number of the SDC nodes was
set to 1, 4, 8, 16, respectively, in different experiments). The
routing protocol used is the CTP (Collection Tree Protocol)
[24]–[26]. All the SDC and DG nodes are programmed with
the ATL protocol and the implementation of the ATL protocol
is done on TinyOS [16] using nesC [32]. The implementation
of theMDCData Collection and theMDCData Transmission
protocols is done using VBA scripting in MS Excel.
The DG nodes are mobile and their movement traces
are generated using the CRAWDAD ZebraNet dataset [18].
In total, 20 experiments have been carried out. In these exper-
iments, we have studied the effects of using varying numbers
of SDC nodes, different mobility models, both stationary
and mobile and in the case where the SDC nodes are set to
mobile, both random and non-random mobility models are
investigated. The message payload length for QSDC is fixed
to 14 bytes and the message payload length for REQMDC is
fixed to 10 bytes. However, two message payload lengths, i.e.
27 bytes and 42 bytes, are considered for QRDG and RESSDC .
In addition, three radio ranges, i.e. 50 m, 100 m and 200 m,
are investigated. The time duration for each experiment run
was set to 1120 seconds. This value is chosen via experiments
and it is to ensure that the topology data is collected after
the system is in a stable state. The 1120 seconds are further
divided into 224 intervals of 5 seconds each and one topology
data query is issued in each interval. In other words, each node
can generate a maximum of 224 response messages during
one experiment run.
The topology data collected at each SDC node was read
into MS Excel, which was processed to generate TDMDC .
The parameter value settings used in this study are sum-
marised in Table 3.
2) RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this study, a total of 20 experiments were carried out
with different parameter value settings to measure the Data
Collection Coverage (DCC) percentage, which is defined as
the percentage of DG nodes captured in the collected topol-
ogy data to the total number of DG nodes in the network.
In mathematical terms, DCC can be expressed as:
DCC = Number of DGNodes in TDMDC
o
× 100 (5)
where o represents the total number of DG nodes in the net-
work. The 20 experiments were grouped into four sets. Each
set led to an improved design for the next set of experiments.
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TABLE 3. Simulation settings.
The Multi-Zone Multi-Hierarchy (MZMH) communication
structure for the LMM system was defined based on the
results from the final set of experiments.
Experiment Set I: Using One Stationary SDC Node
Figure 7 shows the network set up for Experiment Set I.
As shown in the figure, the network consists of just one
stationary SDC node and 100 DG nodes. The location of
the SDC node is fixed at the top centre of the network. Two
different message payload lengths and three different radio
ranges were investigated. The experimental results under
these parameter value settings are summarized in Table 4.
From the results shown in the table, it can be seen that
the DCC percentage is significantly affected by the radio
range but slightly affected by the message payload length.
The longer the radio range, the higher the DCC percentage.
When the radio range increases from 50 m to 200 m, the DCC
percentage increases from 0% to 23% with the message
payload length of 27 bytes and from 3% to 27% with the
message payload length of 42 bytes. This is because, when
the radio range is shorter, more relays are required for the data
to travel from the DG nodes to the SDC node. More relays
indicate that more messages will need to be handled by the
DG nodes and for a given period of time and message length
(carrying the data structure shown in equation 2), data from
fewer DG nodes can be delivered to the SDC node. Further
investigation has revealed that, with amessage payload length
of 27 bytes, an ATL message can only carry topology data
from amaximumof 12DGnodes.When themessage payload
length is increased to 42 bytes, this number increases to
24 DG nodes. Once the message payload length is reached,
any data from further downstream DG nodes was simply left
out. This means that the topology data relayed by a DG node
may not capture all the data it has collected.
From the above results, we hypothesis that, the more the
number of DG nodes from which topology data can be
FIGURE 7. Network set up for experiment Set I.
directly obtained by the SDC node, the higher the DCC per-
centage that may be achieved. To test this hypothesis, we have
carried out the second set of experiments, Experiment Set II.
Experiment Set II: Using One Mobile SDC Node With
Random Movement
Figure 8 shows the network set up for Experiment Set II.
As shown in the figure, the network also consists of one SDC
node and 100 DG nodes. However, the SDC node is set to
mobile and follows a random movement pattern, with a Visit
Time Duration (VTD) value of 8 seconds, where a VTD value
indicates the length of time in seconds for the SDC node
staying in one ZoneNet. The random movement pattern is
generated based on the CRAWDAD ZebraNet dataset. Sim-
ilar to the Experiment Set I, two different message payload
lengths and three different radio ranges were investigated.
The results are summarized in Table 4.
The results show that, with the exception of case 1 (with
the message payload length of 27 bytes and radio range
of 50 m), the DCC percentages are lower than those from
Experiment Set I. For example, with the radio range set to
200 m, the DCC percentage dropped from 23% to 11% (with
the message payload length of 27 bytes) and from 27% to
15% (with the message payload length of 42 bytes). It is
clear that the mobility of the SDC node causes this drop
in DCC percentage. With CTP, the routing protocol used in
the LMM system, a node forms routing connections with
its neighbouring nodes and these connections are directed
towards the BS (which is the SDC node in this experiment
set up). Using these connections, the node sends its data
towards the BS. Each time when the SDC node (i.e. the BS)
moves, the node would need to adjust the connections. These
adjustments cause two effects. Firstly, they take precious
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FIGURE 8. Network set up for experiment Set II.
communication times. As a result, the SDC node is not able
to devote its time to obtain topology data directly from the
DG nodes in the network. During the experiments, we also
noted that the SDC node could only visit a subset of the nodes
in the network before the collection time is over. Secondly,
the connection adjustments may interrupt or terminate some
already established data transmissions, resulting in the loss of
topology data.
Lessons learnt from the two experiment sets let us believe
that, while the mobility of the SDC node is necessary to
reduce the number of data relays (or to increase direct com-
munications between the SDC node and DG nodes), the neg-
ative effect of communication interruptions caused by the
SDC node’s mobility should be reduced as much as possi-
ble. To test this belief, we have carried out the third set of
experiments, Experiment Set III, in which the whole network
is divided into multiple zones, and the SDC node visits each
of these zones in a round robin fashion, connecting with and
collecting data from any DG nodes covered within its radio
range.
Experiment Set III: Using OneMobile SDC NodeWith
Planned Movement
Figure 9 shows the network set up for Experiment Set III.
The network is divided into 8 zones ( 1000×1000
pi×2002 = 7.963), i.e.
8 ZoneNets. Similar to the experiments above, the network
3Nitesh and Jana [33] compute a lower bound on the optimal number of
anchor nodes required to completely cover a network, without any overlap.
For a dense and uniform deployment of sensor nodes, with radio range R,
in a network of dimensions length× breadth, the optimal number of anchor
nodes is computed as:
Optimal_Number_of _Anchor_Nodes = length × breadth
pi × R2 (6)
FIGURE 9. Network set up for experiment Set III.
consists of 100 DG nodes. There is one SDC node that moves
from one ZoneNet to the next in a round robin fashion.
As shown in the figure, the SDC node started from the top left,
it then moved left to right, from top to bottom. Five values
of VTD (i.e. {4, 8, 16, 32, 64} seconds) were investigated.
In Experiment Set III, the message payload length of 42 bytes
was used and the radio range was set to 200 m. The use of
these values was chosen as, in the previous two experiment
sets, themaximumDCC percentagewas achieved under these
values. The results are summarized in Table 4.
From the results, we can see that VTD plays an important
role in maximising the DCC percentage. Initially when the
VTD value increases, the DCC percentage also increases.
However, if the VTD value increases further, the DCC per-
centage decreases. Under the given experimental settings,
the VTD value of 32 seconds produces the highest DCC
percentage which is 53%, i.e. just over half of the DG nodes
get their topology data delivered to the SDC node success-
fully. However, when the VTD value is further increased
to 64 seconds, the DCC percentage decreases to 43%. This
reduction can be explained as follows. Given the simulation
time of 1120 seconds, 8 ZoneNets to visit and a VTD value
of 64 seconds per ZoneNet, the SDC node can visit all the
ZoneNets twice (1120/(8 × 64) = 2.18). However, with the
VTD value of 32 seconds, the SDC node can go around all the
ZoneNets four times (1120/(8×32)= 4.38). Themore rounds
the SDC node visits each ZoneNet, the more DG nodes it can
get connected to, thus the higher the DCC percentage.
The findings from the above experiments have led to the
use of a Multi-Zone Multi-Hierarchy (MZMH) communi-
cation structure in our LMM system. With this structure,
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FIGURE 10. Network set up for experiment Set IV.
multiple BSes are used. The BSes are layered at two levels: at
the top level is a master BS and at the bottom level are multi-
ple slave BSes, one for each ZoneNet. The slave BSes (i.e. the
SDC nodes) are stationary nodes, which are responsible for
collecting topology data from DG nodes that are present in,
or roam into, their respective ZoneNets. The mobile Master
BS (i.e. the mobile MDC node) is responsible for collecting
data from the SDCnodes. ThemobileMDCnode periodically
travels to each ZoneNet to collect data from the SDC node.
Experiment Set IV is designed to investigate the effectiveness
of this MZMH approach.
Experiment Set IV: Using OneMobile MDC Node with
Planned Movement and Multiple Stationary SDC Nodes,
One per ZoneNet
Figure 10 shows the network set up for Experiment Set IV,
which contains one MDC node, variable numbers of SDC
nodes (i.e. 4, 8 and 16) and 100 DG nodes. We experiment
with different numbers of ZoneNets in the network, i.e. {4,
8, 16}, where each ZoneNet contains a SDC node at a fixed
location. TheMDCnode follows a plannedmovement pattern
to cover the entire network, changing its location once every
32 seconds, and collects data from the SDC node in each
ZoneNet. As in Experiment Set III, the message payload
length of 42 bytes and the radio range of 200 m are used.
The results are summarized in Table 4.
From the table, it can be seen that, with 4 SDC nodes,
DCC percentagemaximizes at 89%. This suggests that 4 SDC
nodes are not sufficient to cover the entire network. With
8 and 16 SDC nodes in the network, we get a 100% DCC
percentage in both cases. These results indicate that with
the use of MZMH communication structure and provided
FIGURE 11. Proposed strategy for Study-2.
that there are sufficient SDC nodes covering the whole net-
work, we can collect data from all the sensor nodes in the
network.
B. STUDY-2: ESTIMATING MOVEMENT TRACES
In this study, we evaluate the effectiveness of the LE method
by applying it to estimate the movement traces of DG nodes
in a network based on the topology data collected using the
protocols described in Section V.
1) SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The initial network setup is identical to that used in Exper-
iment Set IV, and the network consists of 100 DG nodes
and 8 SDC nodes. The message payload length for REQMDC
is 10 bytes, whereas the message payload length used for
RESSDC is 42 bytes, with the radio range fixed at 200 m.
30 unique TDMDC datasets were collected in the simulation
time of 1120 seconds. For each DG node X, we used the HDC
and CMG algorithms (implemented using VBA scripting in
MS Excel) and the TDMDC datasets to get the hop distances
H[][] and connectivity matrix CMX [][].
During this process, we have discovered that the physical
locations for some of the DG nodes cannot be estimated,
as there are not sufficient anchor nodes (i.e. ≥3) for these
nodes (their CMX [][] matrices are not complete). This indi-
cates that additional SDC nodes should be deployed so as
to ensure each DG node could be captured by at least three
SDC nodes, i.e. to allow range overlaps between different
ZoneNets. For this reason, we have revised the network setup
into the one shown in Figure 11 by adding four additional
SDC nodes per each existing SDC node.
With the latest network setup and the updated CMX matrix,
we estimate the physical locations, i.e. Px[X] and Py[X],
for each DG node X using the PLG algorithm (implemented
as a modified version of a MATLAB script available for
DV-hop algorithm [34]). Then, by plotting the Px[X] and
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TABLE 4. Results for experiment Sets I-IV.
TABLE 5. Simulation settings.
Py[X] values estimated for X over time, we get X’smovement
trace. With a total of 30 TDMDC datasets, we have estimated
a total of 1757 physical locations, which correspond to the
movement traces for 100 DG nodes.
The parameter values used in Study-2 are summarised
in Table 5.
2) RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Two sets of experiments (Experiment Sets V and VI) were
carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the LE method
in estimating the movement traces of the DG nodes with
the collected topology data. The purpose of carrying out
these two experiments is to investigate if there is any ben-
efits in using DG nodes as anchor nodes. In Experiment
Set V, both SDC and DG nodes were used as anchor nodes
(i.e. the physical locations of both SDC and DG nodes were
used) when estimating the movement trace of a DG node X.
In Experiment Set VI, only SDC nodes were used as anchor
nodes when estimating X’s movement trace. We have com-
pared the results from both sets of experiments using ametric,
called an Estimation Error (EE) value. The EE valuemeasures
the difference, in meters, between a set of physical locations
in an estimated movement trace of a DG node and the same
set of physical locations obtained from the node’s real move-
ment trace contained in the original dataset. Using the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) formula, the EE value for X is
given as:
EEX =
d∑
i=1
√
(Px[i]− Ox[i])2 + (Py[i]− Oy[i])2
d
(7)
where d represents the total number of physical locations in
the X’s estimated movement trace.
Experiment Set V: Using Both SDC and DG Nodes as
Anchor Nodes
Figure 12 shows the simulation results of Experiment
Set V. The figure plots both the physical locations of the
DG nodes (i.e. their Px[] and Py[] values) in their estimated
movement traces and their physical locations in their real
movement traces. From the figure, we make the following
observations:
• The estimated movement traces carry a total of 1757
physical locations in the 30 TDMDC datasets, as com-
pared to a total of 4704 physical locations in their real
movement traces.
• The estimatedmovement traces follow the same patterns
as the nodes’ real movement traces.
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FIGURE 12. Experiment Set V: Using both SDC and DG nodes as Anchor
nodes.
• The estimated movement traces of different DG nodes
carry different numbers of physical locations (i.e. 3 - 39).
Each such number indicates the number of times the DG
node’s topology data appears in TDMDC datasets.
• The estimated movement traces do not carry any phys-
ical locations in the time interval of 200 - 844 seconds
during a simulation run. As TDMDC datasets only con-
tains the topology data collected by the SDC nodes, this
means that the topology data maintained at the SDC
nodes were not updated on the Cooja simulator during
this time interval.
Experiment Set VI: Using Only SDC Nodes as Anchor
Nodes
Figure 13 shows the simulation results obtained from
Experiment Set VI. By comparing these results with those
shown in Figure 12, we can see that, while the overall patterns
of the two sets of results seems identical, results in Figure 13
are less spread out as compared to those in Figure 12. This is
because, in Experiment Set VI, many physical locations had
identical values, i.e. they were estimated to have the same
values multiple number of times.
We now determine the EE values for the estimated move-
ment traces of the DG nodes in Experiment Sets V and VI.
Using equation (7), we have found that the average EE values
for both the experiment sets are almost the same, and they are:
147.42 m (ranging from 9.69 m - 723.97 m) for Experiment
Set V and 148.84 m (ranging from 17.70 m - 636.14 m) for
Experiment Set VI. Overall, out of 100 DG nodes, the EE
values of 63 DG nodes are lower in Experiment Set V as
compared to Experiment Set VI. This means that, there are
some cases, where using DG nodes as anchor nodes does not
help to improve the accuracy in the estimations. To identify
these cases, we have investigated the relationship between the
number of anchor nodes and the EE values.
Figure 14 compares the EE values obtained in Experiment
Sets V and VI against the number of anchor nodes, the result
FIGURE 13. Experiment Set VI: Using only SDC nodes as anchor nodes.
for the SDC anchor nodes and for the DG anchor nodes
are shown separately. From the figure, we can observe that
when the number of SDC nodes is 3, we get a higher EE
value for a DG node from Experiment Set V as compared
to Experiment Set VI. We have identified 10 such cases in
the figure and this observation is found true for 8 out of
the 10 cases. This means that, the movement traces of a DG
node can be estimated more accurately with≥ 3 SDC anchor
nodes at fixed locations in the network, as compared to when
the movement traces are estimated using mobile DG nodes
as anchor nodes. Using only SDC anchor nodes for these
10 DG nodes, we are able to reduce the average EE value for
Experiment Set V to 141.53 m. We were unable to determine
any such relationship between the EE value for a DG node
and the number of DG based anchor nodes used by the DG
node.
During the investigation, we have also identified an inter-
esting case where a DG node ‘X’ did not move but its parent
node (a DG node ‘Y’) carrying its topology data, moved.
As ‘Y’ gets connected to a new SDC node ‘Z’, either directly
or via other DG nodes, it transferred its collected topology
data to ‘Z’. Based on the received data, ‘Z’ learned that ‘X’
was connected to it via ‘Y’, which is not true. In such a
case, the hop distance values determined using the topology
data received by Z would not be correct, thus the movement
traces estimated, using these values, would be inaccurate as
well.
To investigate this case further, we checked the CMX matri-
ces for the DG nodes with high EE values to identify any sud-
den changes in their hop distance values. More specifically,
we checked the CMX matrices for 20DG nodes {9, 18, 22, 29,
38, 42, 50, 51, 52, 55, 58, 60, 63, 71, 79, 80, 81, 84, 91, 94},
which have EE values ranging from 194.17 m to 702.65 m.
In the CMX matrices for these DG nodes, we eliminated the
rows and columns with the sudden hop distance changes and
re-estimated the movement traces for these DG nodes. With
the new estimations, we were able to reduce the EE values
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FIGURE 14. Comparing EE values and the number of Anchor nodes.
for 15 out of these 20 DG nodes, which brings the average
EE value for Experiment Set V to just 116.60 m.
With an average EE value of 116.60 m in Experiment Set
V, there are 1% DG nodes with EE value ≤25 m, 17% DG
nodes with EE value ≤50 m, 35% DG nodes with EE value
≤75 m, 56% DG nodes with EE value ≤100 m, 62% DG
nodes with EE value ≤116.60 m, 70% DG nodes with EE
value≤150m and 91%DGnodes with EE value≤200m. It is
worth mentioning that these EE values were obtained based
on the topology data collected with a radio range of 200 m.
As discussed in Section VI-A2, we have chosen this radio
range value based on the assumption that the DG nodes are
mobile zebras. In cases, where the DG nodes represent some
other types of animals (e.g. tortoises), a shorter radio range
(e.g. 50 m) should be used, in which case, the EE values can
be further reduced (e.g. ≤50 m).
VII. EVALUATIONS AND COMPARISONS
In this section, we evaluate and compare the LMM system
with related work. This is done in two parts. In part A -
Comparison with ZebraNet, we compare the physical char-
acteristics of SDC/DG nodes used in the LMM system with
those used in the ZebraNet system [6]. In part B - Comparison
with DV-hop Algorithm, we compare the accuracy of the
movement traces estimated using our LE method against
those estimated using the DV-hop algorithm [17].
A. COMPARISON WITH ZebraNet
This comparison between the LMM system and the ZebraNet
system is based on the characteristics of nodes used in the
respective systems. The node characteristics used are node
weight, node storage capacity, energy cost, and manufactur-
ing and deployment cost. The comparison will be on per node
basis. For simplicity, hereafter, a SDC/DG node used in the
LMM system is referred to as a LMM node and a node in the
ZebraNet system as a ZebraNet node.
1) NODE WEIGHT
Table 6 gives the weights of components installed on each
node used in the respective systems. From the table, it can
be seen that the total weight of a LMM node is 77 grams,
as against 1,151 grams for a ZebraNet node. In other words,
a LMM node only weighs 6.7% of the weight of a ZebraNet
node.
The top three heaviest components equipped on a ZebraNet
node are the solar array, accounting for 47%, the 14 cells,
accounting for 25% and the long-range radio, also accounting
for 25% of the total weight of a ZebraNet node.
In contrast, each LMM node only consists of two com-
ponents, a Tmote Sky wireless module and 2 x AA cells.
The Tmote Sky wireless module hosts a microcontroller and,
an integrated radio and an antenna, supporting short-range
communications. Assuming that rechargeable Ni-MH cells
are used to power up the Tmote Sky wireless module, then
the total node weight amounts to 77 grams.
2) NODE STORAGE CAPACITY
Each ZebraNet node uses GPS-MS1E 640KB on-board
flash RAM to store the GPS locations. In their paper [6],
Juang, et al. stated that, to store 30 GPS locations per hour,
and assuming that each GPS location is expressed in 8 bytes,
a ZebraNet node requires a RAM capacity of 240 bytes per
hour. This implies that a ZebraNet node, with a 640KB RAM
space, can store GPS locations for 110 days. The authors also
stated that, by applying a data compression rate of about 36%,
the RAM space could store the GPS locations for 300 days.
With regard to the RAM capacity requirement on a LMM
node, our study (Study-1) shows that, for the given net-
work setting, each node requires just 42 bytes per mes-
sage. A Tmote Sky 48KB on-board flash RAM is used
on each LMM node and this capacity is only 7.5% of
the flash RAM capacity used in a ZebraNet node. During
Study-1, we obtained 30 TDMDC datasets in a simulation
run of 1120 seconds (i.e. 0.31 hour). Assuming that each
LMM node contributes data to each TDMDC dataset, then
each LMM node can generate 96 ATL messages per hour,
with the payload length for eachmessage being 42 bytes. If no
data aggregation were used (i.e. at each node, these ATLmes-
sages are stored separately), each LMM node would require
a little over 4K byte RAM space per hour, thus being able to
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TABLE 6. Comparing node weight.
store topology data for about 12 hours. However, with data
aggregation, each ATL message actually carries aggregated
topology data received from multiple nodes. That is to say,
with a message payload length of 42 bytes, an ATL message
can carry topology data for a maximum of 24 nodes. During
Study-1, we discovered that most of the DG nodes generated
just one ATL message each and, on average, each SDC node
generated 4 ATL messages, per simulation run. This means
that, for most DG nodes, each only requires 42 bytes RAM
space and each SDC node, on average, requires 168 bytes
RAM space.
3) ENERGY COST
Table 7 gives the energy cost of different operations that
are performed by a ZebraNet node and by a LMM node,
respectively.
From the table, it can be seen that, for almost all the opera-
tions (with an exception of one operation) that are performed
by a ZebraNet node, the energy cost incurred is significantly
higher than the operations performed by a LMM node. The
energy cost for different operations in a ZebraNet node ranges
between <1 mA to 1622 mA. The most energy-consuming
operation performed by a ZebraNet node is when it uses
packet modem and long-range radio to communicate with the
BS, and this imposes a cost of 1622 mA. In [6], simulation
for data collection is done every two hours and continues
over a period of 30 minutes, e.g. data can be collected at
the intervals 12:00 – 12:30, 02:00 – 02:30 and so on. During
each data collection, each sensor node attempts to discover
its neighbours, discover the BS, transfer the collected data
to the neighbours and transfer the data to the BS. For this,
the authors assume that neighbour and BS discoveries take
30 seconds, whereas the corresponding collected data trans-
fers depend on the available bandwidth and the amount of
data to be transferred.
In contrast, for a LMM node, the cost incurred by different
operations ranges from 5.1µA to 23 mA, which is just 1.5%
of the cost imposed on a ZebraNet node. This significant
reduction of 98.5% in the energy cost by the LMM system is
due to the fact that it only uses a short-range communication
facility to facilitate communications among sensor nodes
as well as the communications between sensor nodes and
the BSes. For LMM, the simulation for Study-1 is run for
1120 seconds and data is collected every 5 seconds. During
each data collection, each DG node sends its topology data
to just a 1-hop upstream node. The simulation for Study-2 is
done after every 1120 seconds and data is collected just from
the SDC nodes. During each such data collection, the MDC
node travels to the network site to pull topology data from
each of the SDC nodes in a sequential order. This means
that for data collections in both Study-1 and Study-2, only
short-range communications are used, and in each such data
collection a fixed-size message of 42 bytes is sent just to a
1-hop upstream node.
4) MANUFACTURING AND DEPLOYMENT COST
With regard to the manufacturing cost, a ZebraNet node is
custom-made, built using several off-the-shelf components
and is specifically designed for the ZebraNet system. The
individual cost breakdown for these off-the-shelf compo-
nents is as follows: uBlox GPS-MS1E cost ranges between
£36.27 to £62.00 [35], Linx SC-PA short-range radio costs
ranges between $36.70 to $46.30 [36], long-range radio with
8km range costs $28.47 [37], Unisolar USF5 solar array
costs $85.00 [38] and each of the 14 Lithium-Ion polymer
cells cost ranges between £4.20 to £5.10 [39], i.e. total cost
ranges between £58.80 to £71.40. This means that the cost
of a ZebraNet node can range anywhere between £216.12 to
£262.19. On the other hand, a LMM node can be a low-cost
ordinary sensor node, e.g. one that is designed for a diverse
range of applications and built commercially. Such sensor
nodes are usually cheaper than those that are custom-made,
e.g. a CM5000 TelosB mote costs e90 (£79.59) [40].
With respect to the deployment cost, to collect data from
‘n’ nodes, the ZebraNet system will need ‘n’ nodes but the
LMM system will need ‘n + m’ nodes, where ‘m’ is the
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FIGURE 15. Real and estimated movement traces for DG nodes.
number of SDC nodes, which is determined using equa-
tion (6). Assuming that the monetary cost per node for the
ZebraNet system is ‘x’ and the monetary cost per node for
the LMM system is ‘y’, then the total deployment cost for
the ZebraNet system will be (n×x) and the total deployment
costs for the LMM system will be (n×y+m×y).
B. COMPARISON WITH THE DV-HOP ALGORITHM
The LE method is based on the DV-hop algorithm [17],
but it differs from the DV-hop algorithm in that the former
makes use of dynamic data that are acquired in real-time. This
section compares the performance of the LE method with
the DV-hop algorithm. Figure 15 contains three sub-figures:
Figure 15(a) shows the realmovement traces of theDGnodes,
Figure 15(b) shows the movement traces estimated using the
DV-hop algorithm and Figure 15(c) shows the movement
traces estimated using the LE method. The black dots in the
figures represent the movement traces of 100 DG nodes, e.g.
in Figure 15(c) they are the 1,757 physical locations estimated
for the 100 DG nodes. With regard to Figure 15(c), it should
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be mentioned that the anchor nodes shown in the figure refer
to SDC nodes only, but the movement traces are estimated
using both DG and SDC nodes as anchor nodes.
Comparing the results shown in Figure 15(b) with those of
Figure 15(a), it can be seen that the DG nodes’ movement
traces estimated using the DV-hop algorithm (i.e. the black
dots in Figure 15(b)) are markedly different from the real
movement traces (the black dots shown in Figure 15(a)). The
black dots in Figure 15(b) are mostly concentrated in the
central part of the network, whereas those in Figure 15(a)
are rather spread out across the entire network. This means
that the estimation given by the DV-hop algorithm is not
a true representation of the nodes’ real movement traces.
This is because the DV-hop algorithm is designed for an
isotropic network (i.e. a network with the same properties in
all directions).4 For a network that consists of DG nodes rep-
resenting mobile zebras, it is an anisotropic network,5 and for
an anisotropic network, theDV-hop algorithm cannot produce
accurate estimations of DG nodes’ physical locations.
In contrast, the results produced by our LE method,
as shown in Figure 15(c), are a much closer reflection of the
movement traces of the DG nodes shown in Figure 15(a).
This indicates that the LEmethod can estimate the movement
traces of the DG nodes much more accurately. This is due
to two reasons. Firstly, the DG nodes’ hop distances used in
the LE method are acquired in real-time and they are more
accurate than those used in the DV-hop algorithm, where the
hop distances are calculated based on just the shortest path
algorithm. Secondly, the anchor nodes used in the DV-hop
algorithm are pre-defined nodes (i.e. just the stationary SDC
nodes), whereas in the LE method, the anchor nodes are
selected dynamically and consist of both SDC and DG nodes.
Figure 16 compares the EE values of the estimation
results produced by the DV-hop algorithm and the LE
method, respectively. The two horizontal lines are, respec-
tively, the average EE values of the two sets of results.
The average EE value produced by the DV-hop algorithm is
303.3 m, in contrast to 116.60 m by the LE method. This
means that, with the LE method, the average EE value is
reduced by 61.56% as compared to the DV-hop algorithm.
Of the 100 DG nodes, only 8 DG nodes have a lower EE value
when using the DV-hop algorithm as compared to the LE
method. It is interesting to note that 3 out of these 8 DG nodes
(i.e. DG nodes 17, 18, 24, 33, 46, 63, 84, 90) have already
been identified (in our study presented in Section VI-B2)
as the DG nodes that did not move themselves but their
parent DG node, carrying their topology data, moved. For
the remaining 92 DG nodes, the LE method produces lower
4In an isotropic network, the shortest path between any two nodes can
be represented by a straight line and the nodes’ distances in hops can be
accurately converted into their distances in meters.
5When the network is anisotropic, the shortest path between two nodes
may form a curve instead of a straight line. With this curve, the nodes’
distances in hops would not be accurately converted into their distances in
meters.
FIGURE 16. Comparing EE values in the estimated physical locations.
EE values, i.e. produces more accurate estimations, than the
DV-hop algorithm.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the design and evaluation of a novel
system, the LMM system, for wildlife tracking. The LMM
system consists of a multi-zone multi-hierarchy communi-
cation structure, three novel protocols to facilitate topology
data collection, and a novel method for the estimation of DG
nodes’ movement traces based on the collected topology data.
We have investigated the applicability and effectiveness of
the LMM system for tracking zebras using real-life datasets
and two simulation studies. In the first study, we experi-
mented with various parameter value settings and studied
their impacts on the effectiveness of the topology data col-
lections. The results of this study have been used for the
design of the LMM system and the selection of parameter
values for the deployment of the system. Then, in the second
study, we evaluated the accuracy performance of the system
by applying it to the estimation of zebras’ movement traces
and compared the results against their real movement traces.
We also analysed the storage requirements, and energy and
deployment cost of the LMM system and compared them
with those of the most related systems. The evaluation results
indicate that the LMM system only costs tiny fractions of
the costs required by the other systems, but provides more
accurate wildlife tracking results.
The results and the findings demonstrate that, by mak-
ing use of an appropriate communication structure, data
structure based information encoding and data aggrega-
tion, and short-range peer-to-peer communications, we can
achieve cost-efficient real-time data collections even with
very resource-constrained sensor nodes and that, by making
use of the collected data properly, we can estimate (learn)
other useful information, such as the movement traces of
moving animals.
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